Sportster oil tank removal

This tutorial video will work for an array of years and models of Harley Davidson motorcycles.
Many bikers remove the oil tank to get at and remove the starter motor for repair. Or they may
want to just paint match or powder coat it. You can remove your oil tank right in your very own
shop or garage and right on the kickstand. Start saving your money now by not having to rely
on a motorcycle shop or dealership to remove the oil tank on your Harley Davidson motorcycle.
This video is made by bikers for bikers. You will be notified of new useful motorcycle content
and techniques as we put them out. Join the Community now! Am I able to look something up
from that I need to do, or get a list of things I need to do maintenance wise besides just an oil
change on my e-glide? Your email address will not be published. Do it in your garage or your
workspace! Share Now Twitter. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Helping and connecting as many bikers as we can worldwide! Get Connected!
Facebook Twitter YouTube. Click here to cancel reply. My xlc has oil blowing out oil tank top oil
level stays over full have even decreased oil level still doing it have been told crank case vent is
stopped up not letting oil flow like it should. I blew out two oil tanks in the last couple of weeks
on my 06 Sportster. Traced it back to a little aftermarket air filter I put on. The bolts that came
with it were hollow as they were supposed to be but the wrong threads. Not thinking and in a
rush I went to the local TSC and grabbed two bolts with the right threads and length an installed
them. Just figured they were mounting bolts. Lesson learned, I put the old air cleaner back on.
Will replace that tank one last time and get rid of that little aftermarket air filter. I have been
curious about something for awhile relative to checking oil on my XLC. When you check the oil
level, using the dipstick, should it be inserted and turned or just inserted to the point prior to
being able to turn? Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN. Search for:.
Become A Member. I filled my oil to the top of the dipstick cold and, due to the fact that part of
the oil drains back into the engine when cold, I overfilled my oil tank causing it to pressurize
and rupture â€” twice!! After oil tank 3 and a LOT of asking around, I isolated the issue and have
not had a problem since. Always check and change your oil when the engine is hot, or you risk
exploding your oil tank. Thanks, for the videos â€” I have learned a great deal. I checked the
internet and it looks as if several Sportster owners have had this happen to them as well. The
original one that came with the bike, the one I put on, and the one he put on I try to do as much
work on my own bike as I can, but this is my first HD. Your videos have been very helpful to me
in that regard. Both times when it blew, it was VERY loud and explosive. The rupture could be
heard over the sound of the motor â€” even though I was running at high RPM down the
highway. The Sportster oil tanks are a two piece design and epoxied together at the top. You are
certainly welcome to post my information on your website Kelly S. It holds up any debris,
anything like that in suspension in the hot fluids. I like to check this once the bike is back on the
ground and has been restarted after the service. The oil is what carries the heat away from the
engine and allows the air-cooled engine to cool. With the two quarts and twenty-eight ounces
back into the tank, this oil dipstick again is an O-ring sealed surface. Half a turn; pop it in the
tank. The oil is completely changed. This is what makes capacities critical. You should consult
the service manual for the exact capacity for your model. The oil reads correctly on the dipstick.
Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter. View Full Version : steps to remove the oil tank???? My
sportster are loosing oil. I must weld the oil tank. Is a '93 sportster. Note: Sorry my english is
very poor. Just did that on a 88 for the same reason. Of course drain oil and remove hose's. I
used marine tex to patch mine,welding would be more better. So I understand that removing the
battery and it's supports i can remove the oil tank from the frame? Only this? Yes i'll weld it The
oil tank prior to was a crappy design, and had the full weight of the battery hanging on the oil
tank brackets. This eventually cracks them. You can weld it or braze it, but that's not a
permanent solution. It will crack and leak again. HD offers two retrofit kits for repairing the
problem. The kits include an oil tank, battery tray, hoses and a rear brake line. If you buy an
aftermarket chrome oil tank from CCI or Drag or the like, it will be the old design, and it will
crack eventually too. And by eventually, I mean quicker than the HD tank. Good luck. Post a pic
when you get it out so everyone can see what happens. I feel your pain Had to do my 3 years
ago. I got the retrofit kit. Very pricey IMHO but the paint was perfect and looks sweet now. BTW:
The retro Kit doesn't have the oil drain line plug on the bottom of the battery box. You have to
get one of those hose plugs and a spring clamp HD never mentions it. Somebody know if I can
buy this kit on-line with a low price?? Ok, ok I'm starting with it, i searched it and only find a
sportster manual. And my bike is ' Did those not work? Or do they say "see manual for
removal"? It works. I'm waiting the kit. I fixed it!!!! This is the solution sorry, i don't write in
english very well so i traduced it with a web-traductor :o One of the problems known the HD
Sportster until the 94 is that the anchorages that the oil tank has and hold the weak battery are
something and the vibrations and the time they are possible to be ended breaking. Kit includes
an oil tank, a support of battery, nuts, screws, and cable of the back brake. Passages for it: To

disassemble the oil tank of sportster until '93 is relatively simple. Single it is time question. Here
the steps: 1. Clear the chromium cover of the ignition system. They are 3 screws allen. Clear the
cover of the battery and its cover. Disassemble the battery: it always to clear the first negative
tip and soon the positive. Disassemble the battery base: 1 screw under the base, 2 screws to
two anchorages that leave the back part of I deposit of oil one of those anchorages is the one
that brake. To loosen the hoses that go to I deposit of oil: They are 4. I dont guess as was each
one except for the one of drainage that this clear one because she is the unique one that you
remain finds out. The other 3, because I suppose that one is the one that sends oil to the motor.
To disassemble the anchorages of I deposit to the chassis. To see image: and ready already we
have I deposit in hand. Once fact this is necessary to clean to the oil tank with gasoline and
soon with water and soap very well. He is advisable to use an air pump to try to put air pressure
to the oil tank in the test of flights covering previously any air escape. Once soldier, comes to
ruin with copper weld and finally a layer of tin weld. Eye with the clips of hoses is not going to
be that you leave a release! We filled of oil the circuit to see manual of animal for it and ready!!!!
Without them this had not been possible. PD: Sorry I know that the traduction to english is
horrible. I Agree but I was reading the instruction sheet and one thing is still unclear for me,
where does the engine vent hose go after fitting the new oil tank? My current oil tank has a
fitting for it at top of the tank but I don't see any mention of engine vent hose in the instructions
So should I just direct it towards ground or what? And I withdraw the question Obviously gear
case vent hose mentioned in the instructions is the same hose that's referred as engine vent
hose in MoCo service manual. I somehow mixed it with trasmission vent hose but 10 minutes of
thinking and reading the FM does wonders :doh. Thank you for the very good post on your work
and thank you for your contribution to the forum. Gracias, amigo. Discussion in ' Sportster
Models ' started by Primarycolors , May 6, Log in or Sign up. Harley Davidson Forums. How do I
change oil tank? I tried and couldn't get it out. Removed seat s , side covers, 4 oil tank bolts,
pushed wires aside, and the oil tank won't move. Are there instructions somewhere, how to
remove oil tank on any Sportster? Primarycolors , May 6, I have never taken the oil tank out of a
rubber mount sportster but have done it a few times on solid mount sportsters and as HD tend
to keep things pretty similar from one model to the next i would suspect that things are similar
the battery tray and the oil tank are mounted as a single unit on a number of rubber mounts and
it may be that you need to remove the battery and remove the bolts That hold the battery tray
and oil tank together there should also be some rubber mounts under the battery tray that need
to be undone to remove the pair as a single unit Brian. Here is a drawing of the oil tank don't
know if it will help. Rubyred , May 7, May be this page can help you. Jean-Pierre , May 7, Thank
you 3 gents. So far I have used all of this info, and it is the battery tray that is stuck. Of course
the oil tank is still wedged in, there's nipples on the bottom, plus the largest part of the tank that
don't clear the battery tray. I took a couple of allen head bolts out of the battery tray, and loosed
the master cylinder, so it is just pushed aside. Well, I am wondering if the Fender needs to come
off, surely that is drastic? Right now the wheel and tire is in the way of saddlebag bracket bolts
too. Looking rather difficult. I just don't get it. Primarycolors , May 7, I am still having no luck
removing the battery tray. Cant get the final bolt behind oil tank, right side, I guess? So my
friend wants to remove rear shocks and the Fender. It seems like the bike exploded, into about
50 parts. Really, I made this mess, taking things apart. But the oil tank is stuck in there good.
Any comments? Primarycolors , May 9, Best way is to get service manual and follow the
instructions. I wish I could help you but I don't have SM. DFHarley19 , May 9, Okay I am going to
get the service manual or ask someone who has one. Primarycolors , May 12, I got the Service
manual, and the rear fender has to come off. Primarycolors , May 17, You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Time to get
this oil tank out of our way so we can continue moving towards removing the engine and
transmission on this Twin Cam. Loosen and remove all related hardware and brackets. With the
oil tank loose, you can begin pulling the oil lines from the engine crankcase. Do so, by simply
squeezing the plastic tabs and pulling back. You will need to cut the factory style squeeze
clamp to release the line from the bung on the frame. Carefully slide the Harley oil tank out the
right side of the frame. You will need to route the oil drain line and the battery positive cable
out, as you move the tank out. A second set of hands is invaluable here. The Harley oil tank has
been previously drained but there is always residual oil to contend with. There will be a
considerable amount of oil left in your oil lines. It is also a good idea to have some plugs ready
so you can block the oil lines from spilling out as you move the tank over to your workbench.
As you remove your Harley oil tank, it is always a good idea to be planning ahead for
re-installation. Clean everything that you can, as you go, and begin running a list of everything
you will need for reassembly. You will need to replace the oil drain line clamp with a new HD

squeeze style clamp. You will also need to replace your oil line fittings. With the oil tank
removed, we will now move along and remove the drive on this Softail. Sportster Maintenance
can also bring comfort. Our experts also walk through proper belt services and adjustment on
Harley rear shocks. Next Video: Belt Deflection. Bob demonstrates the proper technique for
checking, servicing and replacing Harley brakes on the rear wheel caliper of your Harley
Sportster. He shows how to loosen the caliper, remove the brake pads and install a new set.
Once they are in place, he pumps the rear brakes to make sure the caliper is making solid
contact with the wheel and checks the fluid reservoir. If the fluid level is low, you should either
bleed the brakes or replace the fluid. More Maintenance Videos are listed here. Bob and Mark
teach you how to properly service important parts on your bike, including draining and
replenishing the fluids, adjusting the clutch and the primary chain, inspecting the clutch cable
and servicing the kickstand. They pinpoint a few problems to look for when servicing each of
the parts, and give you some tips on how to deal with any of these possible problems. They also
stress the importance of paying particular attention when removing and re-installing parts. Bob
takes you through the step-by-step process for throttle cable service and adjustment, and air
cleaner service or replacement. He discusses the different parts in the throttle system, their
specific roles and how to clean and take care of them, then teaches you about the elements of
the air cleaner. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN. Search for:.
Become A Member. Duration: Become A Mem
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ber. Premium Sign up for premium membership and get access to our best Harley repair videos
and step-by-step instructional projects. Learn new techniques and tips from friendly experts.
Gold Upgrade to GOLD membership and get unlimited access to our entire library of premium
Harley repair videos, receive discounts on DVDs, video downloads, and classes in the shop.
Description Time to get this oil tank out of our way so we can continue moving towards
removing the engine and transmission on this Twin Cam. Oil Lines Loosen and remove all
related hardware and brackets. Battery Cable Carefully slide the Harley oil tank out the right
side of the frame. Clean As You Go As you remove your Harley oil tank, it is always a good idea
to be planning ahead for re-installation. Harley Brakes â€” Sportster Rear Pad Replacement Bob
demonstrates the proper technique for checking, servicing and replacing Harley brakes on the
rear wheel caliper of your Harley Sportster. Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter.

